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Q.  Hole-in-one, fifth swing as a card-carrying member of the Tour, and the very first 

you ever made, true? 

 

JON RAHM:  First one I ever made in my live, yeah.  Very special moment.  It was had to 

believe.  I actually thought it hit like inside the hole and bounced out but it stayed in. 

 

Q.  The thing is that I also heard you had never even really seen a hole-in-one live 

before.  You had some in your group but you weren't looking or whatever.  Is that 

really true, too? 

 

JON RAHM:  It's funny.  I had never, no one in my group or anywhere had a hole-in-one 

while I was playing.  We played (inaudible) Country Club a round as a team and like it's 

funny because I go to the restroom for like five minutes, I come out, one on my team holed 

out.  They don't even tell me, they wait till we get to the green.  Then we go to Myakoba with 

Thomas Aiken, 10th hole, first shot, the pin is in the back left and we can't see the hole, he 

holes out.  And then I think the next one I saw, I saw some other group behind me make a 

hole-in-one.  (Inaudible.)  

 

Q.  I'm sure you've flown some shots in the hole in your career and they've never 

stayed in usually, do they, when they do that?  

 

JON RAHM:  Usually they don't.  At least they leave a mark.  It's hard to believe that that 

ball just went through at a perfect angle, especially after the shots that had Luke and John 

hit.  John two feet for birdie and Luke had (inaudible) for birdie.  

 

Q.  That's a pretty good start.  The bottom line is you kept the momentum going, you 

played a great round of golf, 6-under-par 66.  There's a lot of people talking about you 

possibly being Rookie of the Year or Emiliano, but it's got to be something that you've 

got to think about because it's a good thing to be thinking about.  It's not one round 

of golf, it's the embodiment of the year that you need to think about playing well 

through the season. 

 

JON RAHM:  Yeah, to be honest, I'm just thinking about what I'm going to go eat right now.  

I mean that's on my mind first.  I'm not thinking that far ahead.  What I've got to do the rest of 

the (inaudible.)  Got off to a great start, hopefully a good year and yeah, being Rookie of the 

Year is in the back of my mind.  
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